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5 great Mumbai yoga studios
It's not just the celebrity endorsements that make these Mumbai yoga studios a great way to start
the new year
By Alisha Patel (/author/alisha-patel)
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two years yoga has taken over Mumbai. Private instructors have been coming to our homes for Rs
500-800
session, Lower Parel Iyengar classes have three-month waiting lists, many more fitness centers are
SHAREa(HTTP://WWW.ADDTHIS.COM/BOOKMARK.PHP)
incorporating Ashtanga in their membership packages and schools are making space for it in their curriculums.

One Bandra class even alternates Hatha yoga with a South Indian martial art called Kalaripayattu.
Bollywood actress Kareena Kapoor achieves her so-called zero digit figure based on a rigorous yoga routine and
drew national attention for it, while copies of Shilpa Shetty's yoga DVD sold like ... well, a Shilpa Shetty yoga video.
In 2011 the mind-body science is all set to be less of an exercise and more of a lifestyle choice.
But if you're new to it all, where do you begin?
A yoga studio would be a good introductory step. They're cheaper than private training sessions, their timings have
adjusted more to suit Mumbai's working professionals and a few have some really hard-to-ignore fringe benefits.

YogaSutra

Look out for the Quantum Yoga series conducted by Lara Baumann here in January.
While there are numerous reasons to join this studio the primary one is that Shaleen Parekh has made good yoga an
any-time, any-day offering.
In a deviation from the usual pre-scheduled format, YogaSutra allows you to purchase either a single class or multiple
classes (for example a 16 pack) which you can attend at your convenience.
Small groups of 10-12 focus on everything from Hatha yoga to Ashtanga in a lovely little Breach Candy studio with
hardwood floors.
The studio also has “Yoga Kids” for under fours and an in-house physiotherapist who combines principles of
alignment, anatomy and yoga therapy.
Look out for the Quantum Yoga series conducted by Lara Baumann in January. These are a Vinyasa (flow)-based
series that use Ayurvedic concepts and asana practices to identify and balance your body type.
C-4, Chinoy Mansion, B. Desai Road; +91 (0) 22 3210 7067; www.yogasutra.co.in (http://www.yogasutra.co.in)
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